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The judge concluded that there was no infringement of Article 81(1) and that the 
claim failed. He reviewed :

– Exclusive rights
– Collective selling
– Closed selling

and concluded that there was no prevention, restriction or distortion of 
competition



 
The counterclaim failed too



 
There has been an appeal by the bookmakers but the Court of Appeal dismissed 
the case

The Courts’ Decisions
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Thanks to entry, competition emerges and a duopoly is better than a monopoly



 
There was no harm for the consumers



 
The claim is more about sharing the profits between bookmakers and 
racecourses

The economic intuitions behind these decisions
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The direct effects are quite clear :

– The prices of the media rights increase 
• It benefits to the racecourses
• It harms the bookmakers

– The consumer is not affected
• The media rights are a fixed cost for the bookmakers
• No double marginalization here



 
The indirect effects for the consumers are less clear :

– Investments of the racecourses increase
– Competition in the broadcasting industry increase
– Investments of the bookmakers decrease
– Some BLOs may close
– It is difficult to evaluate the magnitude of these effects. The total effect 

on the consumers is ambiguous

Direct and indirect effects
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There is also an indirect effect for the racecourses through the Betting Levy and 
marketing/sponsoring 

– A large amount of the revenue of the horseracing industry is generated 
by betting

– Marketing and sponsoring from the bookmakers are important
– The interests of racecourses are hence aligned with those of 

bookmakers



 
These indirect effects on the consumers translate into externalities between 
racecourses and bookmakers. 

– Racecourses want the bookmakers to have money to increase the 
betting which will benefit in return to the racecourses

– Bookmakers want the racecourses to have money to invest in quality in 
order to increase the betting which will benefit directly to them

Direct and indirect effects
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This means in particular that there is a tradeoff for racecourses and bookmakers:

– They should not extract too much from the LBOs and conversely
– It bounds the magnitude of the competition between them



 
The final sharing is impacted by the organization of the broadcast industry :

– Integration downstream (BAGS/SIS)
– Competition with some integration on both sides (BAGS/SIS v. AMRAC)
– Other forms : Integration upstream, no integration,…
– What is the optimal organization with the externalities at stake ?

Direct and indirect effects
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Some exclusivity is needed in these markets

– In an auction setting for example, the prices of the media rights should 
go to zero without exclusivity

– But it should not prevent entry and competition (duration)
– There has been a debate about the idea that less restrictive entry model 

were available to AMRAC. What is the minimum required for entry ?
• Amount : 30% was enough
• This was not clear to me as it does not change the underlying economics 

effects. The important question is the optimal share.



 
Surprisingly, the positions of SIS and BAGS were not the same

– SIS defended exclusivity, BAGS is more ambiguous
– Moreover, SIS defended entry and competition

• Because of vertical integration, bookmakers pay a low price to SIS
• With competition, a market price emerges and SIS will charge a higher price 

to the bookmakers

Exclusivity
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LBOs faced relatively low prices before entry because of vertical downstream 
integration and prices have increased after entry

– Unusual. Is vertical downstream integration the right reference ?
– “must have” products ? Always a trade-off between prices and quality
– Bargaining powers of LBOs is higher with competition than with a non 

integrated monopoly 
– If products are complementary, there is a coordination problem for the 

broadcaster to set their prices. LBOs can try to pay less to AMRAC and 
more to BAGS/SIS



 
It would also be interesting to see what happens if the prices were not fixed costs 
but marginal costs (based on the bets)

– Double marginalization / vertical integration
– Externalities effects

Increase in prices for LBOs
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Barriers to entry

– An entrant needs to secure a sufficient number of exclusive contracts 
with racecourses : important fixed costs

– Racecourses may be reluctant to sign with an entrant
• Externalities effects
• Sponsoring/marketing

– Bookmakers may be reluctant to sign with an entrant
• Protection of the integrated downstream firm
• Exclusion of the entrant

– Juridical uncertainty and law costs



 
Why threat of entry was not sufficient ? Chicago school argument

– Entry creates a loss in welfare. Some entry costs have been paid
– Does the closed basis have an impact on this issue ?
– Is it difficult to make the threat credible ? Dynamic aspects ?

Entry / Threat of entry
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